ABSTRACT SDN approaches to inter-domain routing promise better traffic engineering, enhanced security, and higher automation. Yet, naïve deployment of SDN on the Internet is dangerous as the control-plane expressiveness of BGP is significantly more limited than the data-plane expressiveness of SDN, which allows fine-grained rules to deflect traffic from BGP's default routes. This mismatch may lead to incorrect forwarding behaviors such as forwarding loops and blackholes, ultimately hindering SDN deployment at the inter-domain level.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Adopting SDN in the inter-domain setting has recently been a goal of both academia and industry [3, 6] . These works Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). aim at overcoming the limited routing expressiveness of BGP, the de-facto standard inter-domain routing protocol, which dictates how routing information is exchanged in the Internet. Although BGP prevents forwarding loops (by mandating that route advertisements carry the sequence of traversed networks), it constrains routing to be destination-based. The benefits of SDN over BGP include support for enhanced traffic-engineering, traffic redirection through middleboxes, security, and application-specific peering [6] . SDN deflections and the risk of forwarding loops. To overcome certain limits of BGP, SDN at the inter-domain level enables operators to install match-action forwarding rules that "deflect" traffic according to the operators' intents, e.g., sending HTTP traffic destined to the same destination through two different networks. This operation is dangerous in practice: BGP propagates a single path for each IP prefix whereas SDN may forward traffic destined to that prefix through multiple paths, which could lead to forwarding loops. Forwarding anomaly example. Birkner et al. [1] investigated the problem of detecting inter-domain forwarding loops caused by deflections installed at different SDN-enabled Internet eXchange Points, also called SDXes. Consider the example in Figure 1 . Two networks and route their traffic destined to through paths ( ) and ( ), respectively. Assume networks and decide to install SDN rules to steer their HTTP traffic destined to towards and , respectively. This operation results in a forwarding loop along ( ) as both and deflect their traffic through a path where there exist already a deflection for HTTP traffic. Verifying inter-domain forwarding properties: a trade-off between accuracy and privacy. Existing verification techniques (e.g. HSA [8] ) enable operators to accurately detect forwarding anomalies such as forwarding loops or blackholes. However, these approaches were designed for the intra-domain setting and usually operate on a snapshot of the network state. In the inter-domain setting, one can hardly obtain such a snapshot: SDN deflection rules will likely be treated as business information that operators are unwilling to share [1, 3] . In this regard, Birkner et al. [1] strike a balance between the privacy of the forwarding state and the accuracy of the detected forwarding cycles. Namely, the match part of the SDN rules is kept private but false positives are possible, i.e., reporting forwarding loops in loop-free routing states. A privacy-preserving primitive to the rescue! We advocate that operators should be able to verify the inter-domain forwarding state without sacrificing the accuracy of the verification nor their privacy, thus removing an obstacle to inter-domain deployment of SDN. By focusing on verification rather than configuration, unlike previous works using SMPC (e.g. [2, 7] ), our assumptions about the actors become more practical. We take a first step and introduce a privacy-preserving primitive, called Distinct-Match, that allows any two networks, each one holding a set of SDN rules, to verify whether the match space of the two sets of rules overlap. We show that Distinct-Match can implemented with Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC), a tool that is renowned to be heavy in computation and communication, while still giving practical times for inter-domain configuration. Our implementation of Distinct-Match can be evaluated in the same order of magnitude as the network delay between the two SMPC parties (e.g., 400ms with 100ms delay), or at most an order higher for a large number of rules (e.g., 2,538ms with 100ms delay and 5,000 rules), while keeping the SDN rules private ( §2). We finally show how this primitive can be leveraged to accurately detect forwarding loops among SDXes without leaking private information ( §3).
THE DISTINCT-MATCH PRIMITIVE
We model an SDN rule as a match part, i.e., a sequence of bits with value 0, 1, or 'x' (i.e., the wildcard bit), and an action part, e.g., forward a packet through a specific interface. Two SDN rules are distinct, i.e., do not overlap, if there exists at least one index = 1, . . . , such that the 'th bits of the two rules are not equal and both different from 'x'. As an example, (1x1) and (110) are distinct while (1x1) and (111) are not. Distinct match evaluation in SMPC. We leverage SMPC to verify whether two SDN rules, each owned by a distinct party (network), are distinct without leaking any private information. Each party will exchange an XOR-encrypted version of its inputs and they will jointly evaluate the function. We model this as a boolean function with the ABY [4] framework, which provides two ways to evaluate it with different constraints and efficiency trade-offs: Yao's garbled circuits [9] and the GMW protocol [5] (see table 1 ).
Circuit design
The first stage of the circuit receives as inputs two SDN rules. An SDN rule comprises a pattern and a mask . The 'th bit of is equal to the 'th bit of unless it is a wildcard, in which case, the written bit can be anything. The 'th bit of is 1 if the 'th bit of is different from 'x', 0 otherwise. To verify if two rules are distinct, we first compute bitwise ( 1 ⊕ 2 ) ∧ ( 1 ∧ 2 ) then verify if at least one bit is 1. For each pair of rules, this returns one bit of value 1 if the rules are distinct, 0 otherwise. This circuit can also be extended to return the next-hop identifier in case of overlap. Overlap among many rules. In general, one network, called client, may want to verify whether installing an SDN rule would overlap with any of the SDN rules already installed in the forwarding plane by a different network, called server. We reinforce the privacy guarantees by hiding the rule-per-rule results, either through shuffling the outputs or reducing them to a single bit (as in the results below).
Evaluation
We evaluated our primitive with respect to different delays between the parties and different numbers of server's rules. Table 1 shows the average execution time over 50 executions of the Distinct-Match operation where each rule is 13 bytes long so as to encode source and destination IPv4 addresses, transport ports, and protocol. The client and server run on the same machine with 32 logical cores at 2.60 GHz with 128 GB of RAM. tc-netem is used to simulate the communication delay on the local interface. We distinguish between setup time, which is independent on the actual inputs and can be pre-computed, and online time, which instead depends on the actual inputs. The baseline is the round-trip time between networks plus 1ms of local, non-private computation. The main performance bottleneck is the communication delay, due to the multiple rounds of messages that need to be exchanged. Yao's circuit provides faster computation for smaller problem size, while GMW becomes more efficient when comparing more than 2,000 rules as it scales logarithmically in the input size. We observed that Yao scales linearly in the size of the rules while GMW scales better: for 5,000 rules, each using 37 bytes to include IPv6 addresses, the computation time is 15% higher.
USE CASE: CYCLE DETECTION
To showcase the benefits of Distinct-Match, we devise a mechanism to detect forwarding cycles among SDXes. Compared to [1] , our approach admits fewer false positives and provides a stronger privacy. We outsource the SMPC computation to the SDXes, which allows us to make extensive use of pre-computation, and can achieve even lower runtimes by moving the most costly parts of the circuit outside of the SMPC. This leads to a maximum speedup of a factor of ∼5 compared to Table 1 for 5,000 rules, with the SDXes learning whether some bits in the rules match or not but not learning the content of these rules, which is secretly shared by the members. Whenever an SDX member needs to install a new SDN deflection rule , it verifies whether there exist networks downstream that deflect packets matching , and will iteratively follow deflections towards the next hop. If a chain leads back to the initial SDX member, a forwarding loop is found. We built a proof-of-concept of the system and leave its complete evaluation as part of future work.
